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Abstract-This paper seeks to encourage potential and existingentrepreneursto do business, even in economic crisis and 
global recession. The global economic crisis strongly affected less developed areas, especially small entrepreneurs in these 
areas. In such conditions there is not much space left for successful entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs are forced to search new 
opportunities, and to do businesses with higher risks. They must have a modern approach to entrepreneurship, which tries to 
discover new opportunities in an innovative way. The paper shows that crisis and recession can provide new opportunities 
that need to be detected at the right time Competitive advantage may be gainedifthe entrepreneur is able to offer something 
valuable and important to the market, and if it differs from the competition in a way that offers better quality. In addition, 
there must be many other sources of competitive advantages which should support the main source of competitive value. The 
aim of the paper is to help entrepreneurs to find sources of competitive advantage in time of economic crises. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The goal of every company is to achieve 
sustainable profitability, and the goal of every 
businessis profit. In order to achieve this there must 
be abasic orientation of the company and its 
operations. Through the realization of defined goals 
potential profit potential will be converted intoreal, 
even in times of economic crisis. 
Every successful business brings a contribution to 
social welfare. However, a low level of agreement 
between theoretic iansand practitioners about what 
social entrepreneurship is exists (Trivedi & 
Stokols, 2011). In fact, Marković et al.(2011) 
argued that the whole business environment 
changes, and accordingly to the sechangesthe 
organization and structure of the company changes 
too. Fast flow of information becomes akey point 
of any business success, and when technological 
solutions are well-established then the business 
mostly depends on abilities and skills of 
entrepreneurs. Eeckhoudt et al.(2011) debated that 
the existence of high correlation between risks 
should increase the value of information. However, 
effects of recession had a significant impact, but 
entrepreneurs shall not be discouraged to invest in 
businesses. Crisis management is a systemic 
approach that engages the whole organization in 
efforts to avert crises that may affect the firm. 
Pearson (2002) argued that optimal crisis 
management is crisis aversion, but there is no way 
to ensure that an organization will escape economic 
crises. 
 
II. NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN 
ECONOMIC CRISES 
 
In economic crisis, when the business environment 
seems to be confined, and when it seems that it 
would be extremely unreasonable to search new 

business opportunities, a new business opportunity 
always exists. In addition, successful companies 
with business tradition exist at the market, what 
may discourage potential small businesses to 
establish and develop new businesses. But in the 
other side, the belief that there is always a better, 
more creative and more innovative way to do 
things in business encourages. New business 
opportunities open the way to do something 
different and better, and innovation sallow doing 
business activities differently and better. Wickham 
(2001) argued that no one can defend from 
creativity and innovation in a long-term, what leads 
to discovery of new business opportunities. 
In the situation when the industry is declining, and 
when all significant industrial sectors are declining, 
a new business must be highly innovative, usually 
offering high quality products, and/or related 
services, which are developed and adopted to new 
business. 

 
III. LIFETIME OF BUSINESS IN CRISIS 
 
The analysis of business lifetime is based on 
analysisof the lifecycle of the product/servicein the 
market, and represents aperiod whena new 
product/servicedoes notface significantcompetition 
in the market. (Levy, 1998). Forany product, 
especiallyformarket-orientedinnovative products, 
there is an opportunityformarketexploitation, even 
in economic crises. But, the business opportunity is 
constantly narrowing, and the lifetime of the 
product is shortened, competition grows, 
whichappearance is increasingly frequent, and 
additionally the economic crisis weakened the 
market.In the other side, to get knowledge to be 
produced by  markets may be highly innefficient 
(Stiglitz, 2010). In some cases, one can succeed in 
doing so, but the societal costs of using a market 
mechanism may be large. It is worth to mention 
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that the SME sector is the most dynamic sector, and 
the effects of the crisis first are reflected in this 
sector. Businesses in the SME sector depend on 
well-functioning state institutions to build a good 
invstment climate and deliver basic services 
competently (Goldin &Reinert, 2012).  

 
IV. SOURCES OF COMPETITIVE 
ADVANTAGES IN ECONOMIC CRISIS 
 
A key question is why some companies gain a 
long-term competitive advantage and others do not. 
One view focuses on internal resources and 
capabilities as sources of sustained competitive 
advantage for companies (Zhao et al, 2014). The 
sources of competitive advantage in economic 
crisis could be costs, knowledge, relations, and 
structure (Dollinger, 1999). The main approach to 
sources of possible competitive advantages is 
orientation to strategic capabilities and competence 
of the enterprise. In times of economic crisis, we 
will not only witnesses of an impressive growth of 
SMEs, but also large enterprises must restructure in 
order to survive in the market. SMEs are key 
generators of employment, and drivers of 
innovation and growth. In EU they count over 99% 
of all enterprises (OECD, 2009). SMEs can 
increase employment and economic output, which 
drives the economy out of the crisis (Krugman, 
2012). Given their importance in all economies, 
they are essential for economic recovery. 
Entrepreneurs and people who want to establish 
new enterprises or take over existing companies 
need a start-up equity. To boost establishment and 
acquisitions, there quired volume of incentives is 
higher than by usually saving incentives 
(Brūmerhoff, 1996). Such an incentive could be 
more favorable ending terms, particularlylower 
interest rates than those that exist in the market. In 
many cases,it turned out that companies that have 
used some of support programs are more dynamic 
then other companies which did not use incentives. 
Ideas are the most powerful influence on 
development (Goldin & Reinert, 2012). Ideas are 
the transmission of distinctive intellectual 
constructs in any field that can have impact on 
production systems, management practices, and 
technological trends. Ideas are fundamental to the 
future progress of development (Meier &Stiglitz, 
2001). 

 
4.1 EFFECTS OF DELAYED MARKET 
ENTRY 
 
Many management books talk about adoption to 
the market and business environment, which are 
changing. But, if you are adopting you react, you 
are waiting to see what will happen, and then you 
adjust (Adizes, 2009). Itcanwork ifthe change 
isvery slow orat leastso slow that your reaction is 

faster. Whileyouadjust to the environment and to 
the market it could change again, and you always 
will lag behind. 
Developing a product can require five to ten times 
the time, expense and effort required to produce a 
device (Phillips, 2001). It also requires market 
orientation. In the other side, if the crisis is a 
problem that is not solved, and is waiting to be 
solved, then the enterprise must address problems 
that arise proactively, and if the company addresses 
the problems successful they will not turn into 
acrisis. The longer you wait the problem becomes 
more complex and difficult to solve. The crisis 
persists, businesses are shutting down, employment 
is falling down, and the result is that the demand 
falls, and crisis threatens to grow into aglobal 
depression. 
 

 
 
Picture 1 
Effects of delayed market entry 
  
At the picturecan be clearlyseenthe effect of 
delayed market entry in a particular market. 
Enterprise Bislatein reacting inthe field of 
researchanddevelopment. As a consequence, the 
enterprise is constantlyfaced with competition,and 
withpoorutilization of business opportunities. On 
the otherhand,companyBhasreactedon time,and 
took in the right way the business opportunity in 
the market, especially inthe 
periodwithoutcompetition. 
 
V. FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE 
ENTREPRENEURS 
 
To succeed in business today, it is necessary to 
redeem a drain flock. (Riderstrale& Nordstrom, 
1999). It takes an innovative business, different, 
unpredictable and full of surprises. It takes also a 
new paradigm of management theory, a universal 
theory that is independent fculture, economically 
neutral and non-elitist, which leads to superior 
economic performance (Adizes, 2011). The 
management process is too complicated for any 
individual to be able to become xcellent in each of 
its segments. Successful management is a team 
process. True, one leader, primus inter pares, but 
without others, its individual decisions can take the 
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entire organization in the loss. Do not forget to 
create a crisis plan with your team, and incorporate 
it into your operations manual (Fredricksen, 2012).  
Do not get inspirited from Asian models(China), 
where the success of the economy is paid almost 
with slave-like position of employees, who 
meethigh standards with minimum wages. Get 
inspired from the development model of western 
countries. Invest in research and development, 
create high-quality and innovative products, 
develop services, and smoothly shift to the service 
sector, offering demanding and specific services. 
To cope with challenges, executives will be 
required to redefine their managerial mind-set 
(Rhodes & Stelter, 2010). They will need to 
reexamine the context in which they make 
decisions and act as leaders. A leader in economic 
crisis should:  

 
1. Be visible  
2. Set clear tasks and expectations  
3. Keep expectations real  
4. Use the extended leadership team  
5. Invest in retention  
6. Track progress – communicate any 

change of direction. 
 

CONCLUSION 
Generally, business is the ability to initiate action, 
to take action in order to achieve certain goals, with 
willingness to accept accompany ingrisks, and to 
fight against all obstacle sandun foreseen 
difficulties (Dragičević, 1994).  
An entrepreneur must possess talent, great will, 
very good education and continuous vocational 
training (Marković et al., 2011). A modern 
entrepreneur must start from customers, from 
market research, and not from production lines. 
The modern approach to business is based on the 
customer and from him back to production or 
procurement, depending on the type of the 
business. 
To have a successful business in economic crisis, 
the business must be innovative, modern, and 
designed in a way that offers something new, 
different, and better. The interactive relationship 
between then terpriseandits environment becomes a 
key point as suggested by (Phillips, 2011) and the 
orientation of the enterprise towards external 
environment should be the major preoccupation. 
Enterprise sand business should adapt to changes in 
environment, respond to changes in environment, 
respond to market demand, and in this way fight 
crisis. 
Today, after collapse of global economy, almost 
everybody is telling that the need for regulation or 
at least for more regulation than was the case 
before the economic crisis exists (Stiglitz, 2010). 
The crisis would be less frequent, less expensive, 

and the costs of the regulation would be lower. 
Again, in theory, markets were supposed to provide 
discipline, but in today's dynamic world, the 
discipline of the market is compromised. However, 
our epoch is still the closest to the dream of general 
leap of humanity from rule needs to rule of 
freedom thanks to modern economic science 
(Medema &Samuels, 1996). 
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